## BHS Visual Arts 3 Curriculum Pacing Guide

**Course:** Visual Art/Comp III  
**Grade:** 9-12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| August/January | **Unit One: Themes and Concepts**  
Intro: Discuss different Themes and Concepts. Daily sketchbook (Warm-Up) relates to the topic for that day. Mini Pre-Test. Assignment/s: (1) Choose a Theme. Choose a medium. (2) Independent Art Vocab/History Quiz |
| September/February | **Unit Two: Collage/Mosaic Intro**  
Intro: Study different collage and mosaic artist. Look at examples. Discuss. Daily sketchbook (Warm up) relates to the topic for that day. Mini Pre-Test. Assignments: (1) Collage/Mosaic using torn magazine pieces (2) Independent. Art Vocab/History Quiz |
| October/March | **Unit Three: Print Making Intro**  
Intro: Study different types of print making techniques. Look at examples and artist. Discuss. Daily Sketchbook (Warm-Up) relates to the topic for that day. Mini Pre-test. Assignments: (1) Create a Lino Print Personal Label. (2) Independent Art Vocab/History Quiz |
| November/April | **Unit Four: Hand Study Intro**  
Intro: Look at examples from medical anatomy artist. Discuss. Daily Sketchbook: (Warm-Up) relates to the topic for that day. Mini Pre-test. Assignments/s: (1) 18x24 Hand Study on Brown Paper (2) Independent Art Vocab/History Quiz |
| December/May | **Unit Five: Ceramics Intro**  
Intro: What is Ceramics? Look at examples. Discuss. Daily Sketchbook (Warm up) relates to the topic for that day. Mini Pre-Test. Assignment/s: (1) Create a pottery piece using slab building techniques. (2) Independent art Vocab/History Quiz Final. Exam/Project/Presentation |
| Ongoing Concepts | **Daily Sketchbook:** for drawing practice, mini pre-tests and taking notes. Reflections: one page paper due at the end of each assignment/project. Art Vocab/History Quizzes. Picture slides and questions relating to each unit. Mini Critiques. Daily Objectives and Check Points |